Advanced Million Color SMD Motorcycle Lighting Kit

Warning: Please check your state and local laws before installing this Motorcycle Lighting Kit. Every state has different policies and procedures in place regarding aftermarket LED lighting accessories. LEDGlow is not responsible for any fines that you may receive while using this lighting kit. **This kit is for off road use only.**

Warning: The installation of this kit is recommended to be installed by a licensed professional. The improper installation of this kit will void all warranties.

The control box that is used to power the motorcycle lighting strips must be installed in a dry location! Having this part exposed to water or the elements will cause the kit’s controller to fail. Any water damage or corrosion to this part will VOID all warranties.

It is recommended to install each motorcycle lighting strip using 3M™ Adhesion Promoter which allows for a much stronger bond between the adhesive tape of the light strip and the cleaned mounting surface of your motorcycle. This is an optional installation accessory that is NOT included with your motorcycle lighting kit. 3M™ Adhesion Promoter is available for purchase on www.LEDUnderbody.com.

**PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY BEFORE INSTALLING AND OPERATING THIS LED MOTORCYCLE KIT.**

Motorcycle Lighting Kit Includes:

- Motorcycle LED Lighting Strips
- (1) Control Box
- Wireless Remote (Quantity Depends on Kit Ordered)
- Wire Harness (Quantity Depends on Kit Ordered)
- Zip Ties
- (1) Double Sided Stick Tape Pad

Motorcycle Kit Installation:

1. Upon receiving your new motorcycle lighting kit, we ask that you first test the kit to ensure it is functioning properly. Connect all of the strips into the wiring harnesses and then into the control box and then connect the red power wire to the positive terminal of the battery and the black ground wire to the negative terminal of the battery. Once the wires are temporarily secured, power the kit to ensure full functionality before installing it. If everything appears to be working correctly, turn the kit off and disconnect the power and ground wires from the battery to prepare for installation.

2. **Optional:** Remove the gas tank, seat or any trim pieces from your motorcycle that may hinder the installation of the lighting strips.

3. Begin by first laying out the lighting strips to create a mock-up of the final installation. Make sure that the wires will be able to be routed in such a way that they will not be damaged by moving or hot components. Keep the wires and strips away from all moving parts that may come in contact with any part of the kit. **IF ANY OF THE WIRING IS DAMAGED, IT WILL CAUSE THE KIT TO MALFUNCTION AND WILL VOID THE WARRANTY DUE TO PHYSICAL DAMAGE.**

4. Temporarily place the lights strips in their intended mounting locations and route the power wires to the planned control box area. Use the supplied zip ties to secure the power wires to their mounting points. **Be sure to keep the power wires away from the suspension, any direct heat sources and/or moving parts.** A few recommended locations on your motorcycle to mount the light strips are under the gas tank, lower frame rail, rear fender frame rail, triple trees, lower swing arm, and under the seat. This will vary based on your specific motorcycle and your personal preferences of where you would like the lighting strips to be mounted at.
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5. Once the lighting strips and wires have been mocked up, clean the proposed mounting surfaces with an alcohol prep pad. The mounting surface should be between 45 and 85 degrees Fahrenheit to achieve the strongest bonding results from the doubled sided adhesive tape. **Note:** The surface area must be free of all oils, moisture, dirt, and wax in order for the supplied adhesive tape to bond and adhere to the installation surface correctly.

6. Mount each lighting strip to the cleaned and dry surface of the motorcycle by using the supplied 3M™ tape. Secure the wiring to the bike frame by using the included zip ties. **Be sure to use the zip ties, this is a very important step and should not be skipped.** Once this step is complete and the lighting strips and wires are secure, allow ample time for the adhesive to settle and cure. Repeat this step for the remaining strips included with your kit.

7. Find a secure and dry place to mount the control box. We recommend mounting it under the seat or in a water tight compartment if possible. **The control box is not designed to withstand any water damage and if any does occur, it will void all warranties. Optional:** You can use the included double sided stick tape pad to mount and secure the control box. **Optional:** You may seal the end caps of the control box with silicone to help prevent water damage.

8. Connect the red power wire from the control box to the positive terminal of the battery. If the power wire needs to be extended, be sure to use 16 or 18 gauge automotive grade wire. Be sure to reinstall the fuse within 6 inches of the battery. Connect the black ground wire to any metal surface on the frame or to the negative terminal of the battery. If the ground wire needs to be extended, be sure to use 16 or 18 gauge automotive grade wire. **Note:** The white wire is the antenna wire for the wireless remote. This wire will not connect to anything on the motorcycle. Be sure that this white wire is extended out to maximize reception for the wireless remote.

9. The kit was designed using a modular locking plug system for connecting the motorcycle lighting strips to the control box by using the included wire harness. Start plugging the male connections from the strips and control box into the female connections of the harness. Secure the excess wires of the strips and harness to the frame of your motorcycle using the included zips ties. **DO NOT SHORTEN OR CUT ANY WIRES, THIS WILL VOID THE WARRANTY.**

10. If you removed any trim pieces of parts from your motorcycle for this installation, you can now reinstall them and test the functionality of your kit by pressing the on/off button on the wireless remote.

11. For more information, please refer to our instructional videos that can be found at www.YouTube.com/LEDGlow.

**Wireless Remote Functions:**
This kit provides multiple lighting patterns and several brightness levels, which are easily operated using the included wireless remote. The remote includes four buttons, “A, B, C, D”

- **Button A:** Cycles through 15 solid colors as well as a color cycle and a color fade pattern.
  - Hold for 5 seconds to select brightness level when on a solid color.
- **Button B:** Activates strobing pattern when a single color is selected.
  - Hold to increase pattern speed when on color cycle/color fade pattern.
- **Button C:** Activates fading pattern when a single color is selected.
  - Hold to decrease pattern speed when on color cycle/color fade pattern.
- **Button D:** Power On/Off

**Reprogramming the Wireless Remote:**
Remove the end cap from the control box and slide the circuit board out of the housing. Remove the tape from around the circuit board. Once the tape is removed, you will see a white box on the circuit board that says “LED”. Using a paper clip, touch the two silver tabs that are located to the right of the “LED” box called “K1”. Once you touch the two silver tabs, a red LED will illuminate. While the LED is lit, press any button on the wireless remote and you will see the LED flash and turn off. Press the “D” button on the remote to power the kit and ensure it is functioning properly. Place the tape back on the circuit board and slide it back into the housing of the control box.

**Troubleshooting:**
If the kit or lights do not appear to operate, first check the installed inline mini fuse. If the fuse is blown, check the wires on the entire kit to ensure they are not cut, pinched, or scorched. If there is no damage to any of the wires and no water damage is visible to the control box, replace the fuse and test the kit again. If the inline fuse is intact, clean both the positive and negative terminals of the battery. Corrosion to the battery terminals can cause a poor connection or simulate being disconnected.

For accessories, add-on kits, replacement parts, and/or Technical Support, please visit www.LEDGl ow.com for more information.
ONE YEAR NON-TRANSFERABLE LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER

LEDGlow Lighting, LLC (“LEDGlow”) warrants to the original retail consumer purchaser, and not any other purchaser or subsequent owner, that this Product will be free from defects in material or workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the purchase date. This warranty does not cover any Product that is (1) installed incorrectly, or (2) damaged by collisions, vandalism, other accidents, or similar causes.

For a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase, at no charge to the Purchaser, LEDGlow will repair or replace this Product if it is determined by LEDGlow to be defective. After the warranty period, the Purchaser must pay all charges for parts and labor.

Coverage under this warranty is only valid within the United States, including its territories, as well as in certain other countries. Purchasers should check our website, www.LEDGlow.com, to determine the warranty coverage in the countries in which they are located.

LEDGlow does not warrant the installation of the Product, which is the sole responsibility of the Purchaser. Installation should be done by licensed professionals. Improper installation may cause damage to the Product and any vehicle in which it is installed, and may cause burns and electrical injury to individuals. LEDGlow’s warranty does not cover any expenses incurred in removing Products that are defective or re-installing replacement Products in their place.

During the warranty period, to have the Product repaired or replaced, the Purchaser must return the Product, freight prepaid by the Purchaser, to LEDGlow (but for customers in the contiguous United States, LEDGlow will pay the shipping charges if any Product fails during the first thirty (30) days after purchase). The Product must be returned in its original carton or in a similar package affording an equal degree of protection. LEDGlow will return the repaired or replaced Product, freight prepaid, to the Purchaser. LEDGlow does not provide Purchasers with temporary replacement units during the warranty period or at any other time.

This limited warranty is non-transferable and will automatically terminate if the original retail consumer purchaser resells the Product or transfers the vehicle on which the Product is installed. An “original retail consumer purchaser” is a person who originally purchases the Product, or a gift recipient of a new Product that is in its original packaging and unopened.

This limited warranty is subject to all of the following terms and conditions:

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

1. **NOTIFICATION OF CLAIMS; WARRANTY SERVICE:** If Purchaser believes that a Product is defective in material or workmanship, written notice with an explanation of the claim shall be given promptly by Purchaser to LEDGlow. All warranty claims must be made within the Warranty Period, and any Products returned to LEDGlow must be shipped in accordance with LEDGlow’s procedures (including use of RMA numbers supplied by LEDGlow after notification). The repair or replacement of any Product or part thereof shall not extend the original warranty period. The specific warranty on the repaired part only shall be in effect for a period of ninety (90) days following the repair or replacement of that part, or the remaining period of the Product warranty, whichever is greater.

2. **EXCLUSIVE REMEDY; ACCEPTANCE:** Purchaser's exclusive remedy and LEDGlow's sole obligation is to supply (or pay for) all labor necessary to repair any Product found to be defective within the warranty period and to supply new or rebuilt replacements for defective parts. LEDGlow will refund the purchase price for such Product only if repair or replacement fails to remedy the defect. Purchaser's failure to make a claim as provided in Paragraph 1 above or continued use of the Product shall constitute an unqualified acceptance of such Product and a waiver by Purchaser of all claims thereto.

3. **EXCEPTIONS TO LIMITED WARRANTY:** LEDGlow shall have no obligation to purchaser with respect to any product that is subjected to any of the following: abuse, improper use, negligence, accident, modification, failure to follow the operating procedures outlined in the user's manual, failure to follow the maintenance procedures in the service manual, the Product, attempted repair by non-qualified personnel, operation of the Product outside of the published environmental and electrical parameters, or if the Product's original identification (trademark, serial number) markings have been defaced, altered, or removed. LEDGlow excludes from warranty coverage products sold as is and/or with all faults. LEDGlow also excludes from warranty coverage any consumable items such as fuses and batteries.

All software and accompanying documentation furnished with, or as part of the Product is furnished “AS IS” (i.e., without any warranty of any kind), except where expressly provided otherwise in any documentation or license agreement furnished with the Product.

**PROOF OF PURCHASE; REGISTRATION:** The Purchaser's dated bill of sale must be retained as evidence of the date of purchase and to establish warranty eligibility. Registration of any Product or of this limited warranty is voluntary, and failure to register will not diminish any rights available under this warranty.

**DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY**

Except for the foregoing warranties, LEDGlow hereby disclaims and excludes all other warranties, express or implied, including, but not limited to any implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or any warranty with regard to any claim of infringement that may be provided in Section 2-312(3) of the Uniform Commercial Code or in any other state statute.

**LIMITATION OF LIABILITY**

The liability of LEDGlow, if any, and Purchaser's sole and exclusive remedy for damages for any claim of any kind whatsoever, regardless of the legal theory and whether arising in tort or contract, shall not be greater than the actual purchase price of the Product for which such claim is made. In no event shall LEDGlow be liable to Purchaser for any special, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages of any kind including, but not limited to, compensation, reimbursement or damages on account of the loss of present or prospective profits or for any other reason whatsoever.

**GOVERNING LAW:** This non-transferable limited warranty shall be governed by the law of the State of New Jersey, U.S.A., and the United States of America, excluding their conflicts of laws principles. The courts of Camden County, New Jersey, shall have the exclusive jurisdiction over any legal action with respect to this warranty. This limited warranty gives specific legal rights. You may also have other rights that may vary from state to state or from country to country. Some states or countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and exclusions may not apply to you. You are advised to consult applicable state or country laws for a full determination of rights.
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